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About This Game

Digital Diamond Baseball is a computerized baseball simulator that allows gamers to play individual games, series, or entire
seasons, using players from any baseball season in history. Never pay for a new season again! With one low price, gamers create

their own player libraries, or download them from the large collection of free player libraries.

Digital Diamond Baseball's primary goal is to provide an extremely accurate, flexible, and transparent game engine that
produces realistic simulations across the full range of seasons. The game is packed with features such as real-life transactions, as-

played lineups, sophisticated manager profiles, fictional players, career projections, tournaments, and the ability to customize
ball park images, player photos, play-by-play calls, and sound.
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Genre: Indie, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
Curiosity Computing
Publisher:
Cass Consulting Inc
Release Date: 15 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Core™ i3 2.00 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1366x768

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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digital diamond baseball v8

This is the PC port of a mobile game adaptation of one of the best board games around.

What's the game about? You're a TRUCKER IN SPAAAAACE. But you're not just flying any old truck through space, you're
flying a precarious structure that you've bolted together yourself out of prefab homes and sewerage components!

Start with a main crew cabin, bolt on some cargo holds, maybe some guns, definitely an engine...of course there are multiple
connector types for joining components, so it can be a bit harder than you'd think to find a component that will plug in.

Once it's all duct-taped together, you fly it through space! Get smashed up by asteroids, shot at by pirates, kidnapped by slavers,
and watch your carefully crafted ship get mangled in hilarious ways.

I bought this for the multiplayer, but so far I've been too engrossed in the single player campaign to try the multiplay.. Grabbed
this while on sale as an alternative to Cities Skylines and simcity4. Waste of money. This game is worse than cities XL series.
Stay away.. Good workout, if nothing else. Physics are a little off, but not too badly. Also, what is the left hand for? Shields?
When? Not fair to be fighting a full plate armored knight with a tower shield when I don't even have a buckler.. Challenging
platformer that deserves to be played. The art is fantastic. Platforming is fun and responsive.

Some levels can be brutal. The boss fight in level 10 is quite fun to play out. Really liking the game so far.. Superb, the
improvements made more than justify the cost to me - ice feels like twice the challenge it was in DR1, and that's only increased
by using the RGT class.

I only hope Codemasters feel free to give Finland the same treatment as this.. It is bad, boring and buggy. And that fresh twist
is... ever heard of the fisherman in Ast\u00e9rix?. This is what happens when you take a 5 hour game and stretch it into 30
hours.

Terribly repetitive. The combat, the locations, the lame jokes... You'll see and hear it all within the first 5 hours. Then it's
recycled and thrown at you again and again and again. What a grinder.. Garbage but good garbage I love it
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Meh. i mean it's alright but there are a lot of things not going for this game. The guns accuracy and movement speed, the
character animation just to name a few. Needs A LOT more work guys sorry.. I love these type of small games, awesome :D.
Don't play this. It's terrible. this is an amazing skill based game
you can be level 1 and destory a maxed level galdiator all with skill lol
if you enjoy games that are not play to win and skill based pick this up. THREE SWITCHY DEE! Or 3SwitcheD, is a puzzle
game reminiscent of the typical Candy Crush variants that are so popular these days.

Six different modes, which alter gameplay enough for you to easily get a few hours of entertainment out of it. Would be better
on a tablet, in my opinion.

Graphics are pretty, but it's not always particularly obvious what you're doing, which isn't helped at all by the inclusion of '3D
Eye Tracking' - which, in a nutshell means that you can enable your webcam, and the software will determine which way you're
looking, and tilt the screen appropriately. GREAT if you're playing a 3D game that requires you to move your head around, but
for a game like this where all the action iss on a 2D-plane, it's utter rubbish, and a gimmick at the very best.

Soundtrack is pretty good, not particularly repetitive, and the voice which chimes in every now and then to stroke your ego is
pretty easy to deal with as well.

Sadly, the £6.99 price point means I absolutely would not recommend this. If you can find it for a couple of quid in a sale or in a
bundle - as I did - then it's enough fun to make the purchase worthwhile - but there simply isn't enough meat in the game to
justify such a lot of money at full RRP.

And - if you wish to see the game in action, I've gone and created a video for your entertainment:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9vlbKl9V1w. good. it's funny!. Please add controller support! I knew that the game was in
early access when I bought it but I was really hoping to be able to play with my controller. For the review, there nothing much to
say about the game itself for now. It looks promising but it's too early to judge it entirely. So do I recommend this game right
now? I would say yes only if you want to support the developers to improve their game. Otherwise, wait for the final version..
iVE SENT MONEY FOR THE PLEX FOR ALEXZANDER STARWALKER AND DID NOT SEE HIS VAULT FOR 240
PLEX

Maintenance Update 8.0.4:
We just released maintenance update (8.0.4). Here is a list of what is included in this release:

Boxscore window now resizes based on screen resolution. This allows for a larger window for folks with higher
resolution.

Play by play bug fixes.

Fixed bug where simulated losses for the current pitcher were incorrect on the matchup pane.

Changed standings display so team name is displayed the same wherever the standings are shown.

Fixed a bug where resuming a game in progress resulted in the main status bar not getting hidden when the game starts.

Changed the default size of the list of available players in the bench/bullpen window to 10.

Fixed spelling error on the play ball screen ("Optons").

Fixed an error that sometimes takes place when changing the order of columns in a report.

Lots of work on trying to improve performance during a game. Especially when watching CM vs. CM games. Speed
should now be a bit faster, and it should no longer slow down as the game progresses.
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Fixed a crash that took place around the 8th inning for libraries that had never had the team profiles manually set, or set
to the default profile. As a reminder, when creating new libraries you should reset all profiles to default.

As always, thanks to the user community for reporting bugs and providing valuable feedback. We still have a long list of
feedback that we plan on implementing over the upcoming weeks.. Maintenance Update 8.0.2:
Maintenance Update 8.0.2

We just released a maintenance update (8.0.2) that corrects a few bugs. We also implemented a few suggestions made by users.
Here is a list of what is included in this release:

Added each team's starting rotation at the bottom of the lineup page.

Changed the stats in the lineup pane so that they show both real-life stats and simulated stats side by side (just like it is
done in the player popup).

Fixed an issue with the load from profile button on the pick teams and pitchers page.

Removed the wild pitch and passed ball options from the fielding option group because these options are no longer used.

Fixed a bug that prevented the user from viewing player popups on the pitch hit and pinch run dialogs.

As always, thanks to the user community for reporting these bugs and providing valuable feedback.. 1965 Library Has Been
Updated:
The 1965 Library has just been updated and is available for installation directly from the Library Management page. This
library was rebuilt from bottom up and includes custom ratings, splits, as-played lineups, transactions, ballparks, and more.. 
Maintenance Update 8.0.1:
Maintenance Update 8.0.1

This maintenance update (8.0.1) fixes a bug and also contains some easy to implement suggestions made by users. Here is a list
of what is included in this update:

Fixed a bug that prevented users from selecting a relief pitcher when they were pinch hit for in the previous inning.

Fixed formatting issues with stats on the lineups pane and and the player popup.

Added the team record to the team names on the in-game linescore.

Added color and contrast to make it easier to read the "So far today" stats in the matchup pane.

Users can now hit enter (instead of clicking the OK button) to record a manual dice roll.

. Check Out Our Collection of Help Videos:
Be sure to check out the videos posted on our Steam Community and YouTube Channel 
(https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLSelmUjywNN8LiJzhchNMwh3XzKEGwZCY).

Please let us know if there is a new topic you would like to see us create a video on.
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